2006 mazda 6 headlight

The Mazda 6 is a mid-sized, reasonably priced car manufactured since Like most modern
vehicles, the Mazda 6 comes with a wide array of safety features. Everyone is familiar with
safety features such as seat belts, air bags and crumple zones, but many overlook one of the
most important safety features on a car: the headlights. If the lights are not properly aligned,
you could experience poor night driving conditions, or others may not see you coming or may
even be blinded by lights that shine too high. Luckily, Mazda's headlights can be easily adjusted
by the average do-it-yourselfer. Park the Mazda 6 one foot away from a large wall or garage
door. You will need feet of room to back up; the ground should be level in order to allow for
accurate alignment of the beam. Mark the wall with the painter's tape along the axis points of
the headlights. First place a strip of tape horizontally across the wall, starting at the center of
the driver's side lens, then moving across to the center of the passenger's side. Place a small
vertical strip directly in front of each light--this will create two cross-shaped bull's eyes for
aiming purposes. Back the Mazda 6 up 25 feet and turn on the headlights. Determine what
needs adjusting by seeing where each beam hits the wall. Both headlights should hit two inches
below the horizontal strip of tape. The passenger's side should also hit directly on the vertical
strip in front of it. The driver's side should fall two inches to the right, to avoid blinding
oncoming traffic. Open the hood and locate the adjustment screws: These can be found on the
top-center and side-center of the headlight assembly. These two screws control the vertical and
horizontal directions of the beams. Use a standard screwdriver to adjust each one until the light
hits the desired mark on the wall. Close the hood. Steve Bradley is an educator and writer with
more than 12 years of experience in both fields. He maintains a career as an English teacher,
also owning and operating a resume-writing business. Bradley has experience in retail, fashion,
marketing, management and fitness. He holds a Bachelor of Arts in English and classics. Step 1
Park the Mazda 6 one foot away from a large wall or garage door. Step 2 Mark the wall with the
painter's tape along the axis points of the headlights. Step 3 Back the Mazda 6 up 25 feet and
turn on the headlights. Load the Mazda with a normal driving weight before taking
measurements. Keep in mind the trunk, as well as the driver's seat, and have someone sit there
while you work. Mazda MAZDA6 owners have reported 75 problems related to headlights under
the exterior lighting category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Led
headlights on this model continue to flicker while driving at night at highway speeds become
serious safety concern. Had vehicle inspected not alternator related to entire assembly
workmanship issues. Company refuses to acknowledge it. Other complaints exist from other
people. Headlight on both sides go out often. After having this issue far too many times, I
looked online hoping to find a solution and discovered multiple Mazda owners are having same
problem. Its a malfunction in the Mazda that needs to be fixed by Mazda this happened ever
since I bought the car in I had to replace the headlight bulbs twice a year at least. Driver and
passenger side headlights went out. It's not the fuse or the bulbs. This happened while driving
at night forcing me to drive over two hours on back roads and freeway with my highbeams on to
see. Passenger side headlight went out. It's not the fuse not the bulb. This was while driving
forcing me to drive with my highbeams on so I could see. My low headlight beams continue to
burn out, especially the driver side. They were last replaced less than 2 weeks ago and the
driver side is out again. I did a google search and there were multiple complaints of this
happening to other people. What's worse is that for the low beams it has to be taken to a Mazda
dealership to be replaced. It's a safety hazard and expensive!. I was driving down the freeway in
the rain and the windshield wipers quit functioning. I pulled over and checked the fuses finding
both fuses affecting the wipers were in working order. While pulled over, I also noticed my
headlights were no longer on. I checked the fuses related to the headlights and these were also
in working order. As I was not in a good location to leave my car for any period of time, I drove
my car a few more miles down the road. During this time, the warning for the "Smart breaking
system failure" also came on. I was able to get my vehicle into the dealership and they have
diagnosed the problem as a failure of the front body control module. I noticed there is an active
recall on the Mazda 3 for the very same issue. I asked the dealer about this and they said my
vehicle is not affected by this recall. Based on the symptoms my car has, and being the same
year as cars affected, I would strongly disagree. Headlight on driver side was burning out every
other month needing replaced. Recently changed headlight and the bulb is fine but the adapter
inside the assembly is burned and charred. Just went to change the passenger side and it has
the same issue. Good bulb but the adapter to attach bulb is burned. Reading many complaints
online about this being a common issue with Mazda 6. Including issues of lights going out while
people are driving and having to tap on the headlight to get it to turn on. I purchased this car in
may with 68k miles on it. First month replaced both headlights because the drivers side went
out. Figured ok no problem normal situation, replaced both due to good practice you don't just
replace one. Fast forward 3 months later, think it was almost thanksgiving. It was getting dark,

and I figured ok it seems way darker than it should. I pulled over to realize, I had no headlights.
So I whipped out the credit card and purchased them along with a screw driver and pliers and
proceeded to destroy my new carhart sweatshirt laying in the parking lot jamming my arms in
the wheel wells to replace these bulbs. Yeah this was real fun considering it started to rain.
Anyway, I won that battle, but little did I know I was going to lose the war! I ran out of space
trying to describe it here. I bought a Mazda 6 3 days ago and I replaced the headlight bulb
because it wasn't working. When I opened the compartment I noticed that the entire u it was
melting and smelled very hot. I had no turned on the headlights at this point and I removed the
bulb from the electrical unit. This could have easily caught on fire. Its a malfunction in the
Mazda that needs to be fixed by Mazda. This is extremely dangerous at night to have happening
way to often. As for the air bag- ive had my Mazda to a Mazda dealership for the recalls and the
air bag was kne of them. I looked it up, and by the sounds of it, my airbag is malfunctioning?!
Right front headlamp repeatedly goes out and it's neither the bulb nor the fuse! Looked online
and - surprise, surprise - there are lots of complaints about this same thing! Read more Just like
all the online discussion boards indicate, my driver's headlight does not turn on regularly. Once
I could fix it by hitting on the headlight assembly, but now that does not work any more. Bulb is
fine. Tl the contact owns a Mazda 6. The contact stated that there was an internal electrical
failure that caused the headlights to burn out. The contact replaced the headlight sockets twice
on each side and noticed that the area was melting around the front head lamp assembly
sockets. Russ darrow Mazda of madison high crossing blvd, madison, WI , was contacted. The
vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure and advised
the contact to have a dealer repair the vehicle. The approximate failure mileage was , This is
whole stationary, in motion , city, highway, doesn't matter. A quick remedy is hitting the light
and it'll turn back on. I received a ticket on a military base because of this. Low beam
intermittently turns off. Sometimes a firm slap on the headlight is a temporary resolution. I
initially thought it was the bulb itself, had it replaced but the problem continued. There are lots
of youtube videos on this issue. Mazda keeps telling that this is not a safety issue and they
refuse to do anything. If they want to do business in the USA, they need to be safe or they need
to go back. Have to replace both low beam headlights every year. Now something has burned
out or melted and a simple bulb replacement will not fix the constant reoccurring issue.
Headlight harness comes loose frequently, resulting in loss of headlight. Must either hit the
headlight forcefully or manually secure headlight by removing wheel well. Hundreds of people
on youtube have reportedly experienced the same defect. Uncertain whether this occurs while
stationary or moving, but imagine vibration from motion will knock it loose again. This photo
was taken after manually adjusting the right headlight via the harness in order to turn it back on.
The right light is dimmer than the left, suggesting a ground issue. While driving at night on
multiple occasions one or both headlights would just go out presenting a very dangerous safety
issue. This has resulted in multiple headlight replacements, 7 times in 5 years. This problem has
occurred on city, highway, and country roads. Present mechanical shop has no idea why since
all electrical systems seem to be working properly. I have the receipts for the headlight
replacements if you should need them. I had the headlights replaced in October of due to going
out on a country road without streetlights forcing me to drive with the high beams on and then I
had to replace them again in February 19th of for going out again now after only miles since
February I had to replace the left headlight for going out today March 21st, Like I listed earlier
this is the 7th time in 5 years. Headlights have repeatedly been replaced latest a total of 12 times
this started at 20, miles, also brakes latest total of 9 times this started at 18, miles. Low beam
headlight lamps work inconsistently. They stopped working when vehicle was stationary and
turned off. They worked when I last used car, but stopped working when I started the car the
next day. This has happened multiple times over 3. Several firm raps on the lens seems to
correct the issue, but many people wont know about this and will take car in for servicing by
Mazda because replacing lamp requires you to remove wheel and wheel well in order to get
access to the lamp. The contact stated that the headlights were very dim, which made it difficult
to see the road at night while driving. Ourisman Mazda of rockville located at rockville pike,
rockville, MD , replaced the headlight bulbs twice; however, the failure remained. The
manufacturer was made aware of the failure and informed the contact that they were unable to
assist with the repair. The approximate failure mileage was 90, The VIN was invalid. Can smell
strong gas fumes, after filling gas tank. Also, gas tank leaking, after putting gas in tank, at half
fill or full tank, get gas smells and leaking. While stationary and moving, can smell gas fumes.
Headlights do not provide adequate visibility at night and during rainy weather. Headlights
adequate only in high beam mode. Low beam headlights turn off on their own with slight
vibration, or knock that can be caused by either a pothole, bump in the road, or speed bump. I
discovered on the internet that this, is a super common problem for all Mazda 6 second

generation owners, and they have to bang their fists on the headlight assembly outside the
vehicle to turn them on. I tried this method as well, and it worked for me despite being
dangerous. Headlights just stop working. I have to hit a bump in the road to turn it back on. Very
disappointing. I have replaced my headlights several times over the course of a few months. I
am no car expert but I know this is not normal nor safe. In addition they now shine very dime.
After reading the complaints I see it's not just me but I am still taking it in. Tonight alone one of
them just went out on one of the darkest roads in my neighborhood. I can't count how many
times I've driven with high beams because my light s went out. Have had the vehicle for one
week. Headlights are unsafe. If one is to draw a line from 8 to 4 on the clock everything above
that is not illuminated. Death trap. Mazda dealer will not take the car back or refund my money.
I'm afraid to drive it at night. Seems there is a problem with the headlights. I have replaced the
bulbs 3 times they are burning out repeatedly. I drive with my high beams more often than the
low beams. I have been pulled over 4 times for one of the low beams being out. This is a bit
unfair. I haven't ever in my life put so many bulbs into one car!! Low beam headlights
continually fail to work. I have had the bulbs replaced 3 x in 3 years as the owner and once
again the low beams are out. After reading the complaints on this post it is clear Mazda has a
problem that needs addressed. Driving with high beams on is dangerous and annoying to other
drivers. I guess its time to buy something other than a Mazda. Wiring system problem with front
headlights results in loss of lighting, potential could cause fire. I noticed my passenger side low
beam was out on my Mazda6. After searching online for how to change the bulb, I found
hundreds of people who had fixed the issue by lightly hitting the side of the headlight cover. I
tried it and it fixed it! I live in an area with a light ordinance and the roads are pitch black
enough to see every star in the sky at night. This is a huge safety issue. Seems to have
happened overnight. Noticed just last night that neither of my low beams will turn on. Thought it
was a weird coincidence that normally you notice when one light burns out but both? I have
read online that this is an ongoing issue with a lot of Mazda makes and models and the fix is
neither cheap nor time friendly. I will call a Mazda dealer tomorrow to find out their
recommendation but I am sure its going to cost me a few hundred dollars to fix or even look at.
Turns out the fix is smacking the top of the headlight to get it to come back on but this is only a
temporary fix. The low beam headlights on the car take turns going out for some reason. I have
had the car for five years, bought it brand new and have had to replace headlight bulbs at least
8 times. I have read several other review about the same issue. This is a safety issue, if we to be
driving at night and both headlights go out that would be very dangerous. Second issue: every
winter when it gets colder the cars electronic system seems to run much slower and the blue
tooth, cd player, etc. Will not connect and there has bee three instances where the car will make
a loud popping noise while it is in motion and the whole stereo system, blue tooth, dashboard
lights will power off and I'll have to reset up the blue tooth. I own a Mazda 6 which now has
approx. The front low beam headlights went out while I was driving in a rainstorm at night.
Luckily my high beams stayed functional. After pulling over to check out the issue I hit the
driver side headlight assy out of frustration and the low beam light came on. I did the same to
the other side and that light came on too. As soon as I started looking on the internet about this.
I see that there are many people having the same issue with Mazda headlights. This presents a
extremely dangerous situation while driving at night time and a less experienced driver may
have panicked when the lights went out. I'm extremely concerned about this because my wife
and daughter also drives this car but I don't feel safe with them driving at night now. Not to
mention, this car is due for it's yearly inspection and it won't pass because the low beams are
out. I doubt the mechanic will let me hit the lights to make them come on for the inspection.
Especially to have them go out again as soon as I hit a bump or turn the lights off. As of , both
of my low beams are out and now only the driver side will come on with a bump to the light.
With this many people having the same safety issue, can you please explain to me why this is
not a recall??? I hope nobody gets hurt in an accident while they're driving at night and then the
lights suddenly go out. I live in an area where most roads do not have street lights, and there
are a lot of deer and other animals crossing the road at night. Please help us in getting this
issue resolved with Mazda before someone's child gets hurt or killed in an accident because of
this issue!!! In addition to this being a safety concern, I'm now being forced to drive an un
inspected vehicle because it won't pass the state inspection without lowbeams. The driver's
side high beam headlight has gone out. Hitting in makes the light turn on again, but it goes out
within a few minutes. Headlights went out for no reason. Had to pull over and bump the
headlights to make them work. Checked the fuse and all electrical components at autoshop.
They found nothing, but said that they have seen this in Mazda 6 cars before and there is a fault
in the design nor is there any solution to the issue. Car Problems. Problem Category Number of
Problems Headlights problems Exterior Lighting problems. Tail Light Switch problems. Fog

Light Switch problems. Hazard Flashing Warning Light Unit problems. Fog Lights problems.
Brake Light problems. It only takes a minute to sign up. I have a Mazda6, and the headlights in it
have not been working since I replaced the alternator. But the high beams work just fine. What
could be causing this? It sounds like the alternator replacement has introduced an open in the
low-beam circuitry, but there are other potential root causes. There are 15 A fuses right next to
the headlamp relay. If the above two possibilities are ruled out, you should be able to confirm
the open circuit with a multimeter:. A zero voltage reading would confirm the circuit open. Sign
up to join this community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Headlights not
working in Mazda6 Ask Question. Asked 4 years, 11 months ago. Active 1 year, 11 months ago.
Viewed 7k times. Improve this question. JAndreasen JAndreasen 41 1 1 silver badge 2 2 bronze
badges. Are the bulbs ok? Add a comment. Active Oldest Votes. If the above two possibilities
are ruled out, you should be able to confirm the open circuit with a multimeter: pull out the
headlamp relay set the multimeter to voltage mode probe the fuse box where relay terminals 30
and 87 are supposed to connect. A zero voltage reading would confirm the circuit open don't
forget to reinstall the headlamp relay. Improve this answer. Zaid Zaid There will be 12v across
those terminals if there is no break in the wiring. The test should be done with the meter set to
voltage. Do you agree? HandyHowie I was under the impression that resistance mode is similar
to voltage mode. If it isn't, I will change it. Current mode would be OK as long as the meter was
able to read the current drawn by the 2 lamps - at least a 10 amp range on the meter. Anything
less would blow the meter. Show 1 more comments. Sign up or log in Sign up using Google.
Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using Email and Password. Post as a guest Name. Email
Required, but never shown. Featured on Meta. Visual design changes to the review queues.
Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor. Related 3. Hot Network Questions. Question feed. Turn
the headlight switch to turn the headlights and other exterior lights on or off. When the lights
are turned on, the lights-on indicator light in the instrument cluster turns on. The time setting
can be changed. To prevent discharging the battery, do not leave the lights on while the engine
is off unless safety requires them. Without auto-light control. The lights are turned on for the
specified period by the auto headlight off function. When the headlight switch is in the AUTO
position and the ignition is switched ON, the light sensor senses the surrounding lightness or
darkness and automatically turns the headlights and other exterior lights on or off. If you are
going to clean the windshield, be sure the wipers are turned off completely when it is
particularly tempting to leave the engine running. This is particularly important when clearing
ice and snow. In this case, the lights turn off if the light switch is turned to the OFF position. If
the headlight switch and the windshield wiper switch are in AUTO , and the wipers are operated
at low or high speed by the auto wiper control for several seconds, bad weather conditions are
determined and the headlights may be turned on. The sensitivity of the auto-light control may
be changed. Lighting Control Disconnect the negative battery cable. Remove the battery and
battery tray. Remove the aircleaner component. Remove the front tires and splash shield.
Remove the under cover. Remove the steering gear and power steering pipe. Mazda 6 Owners
Manual: Heater core inspection 1. Inspect for cracks, damage, and coolant leakage. If any
problems are found, replace the heater core. Inspect for bent fins. If any are bent, use a flathead
screwdriver to stra Headlight High-Low Beam The headlights switch between high and low
beams by moving the lever forward or backward. When the headlight high-beams are on, the
headlight high-beam indicator light is turned on. All parts meet OEM quality standards, and in
most cases exceed the quality of the original product. If you receive an incorrect item from us,
we will immediately pay for return shipment and send you the correct item. If the part we ship to
you arrives in damaged or non-working condition, we will ship another item out to you
immediately. Our prices are hands-down some of the lowest you'll find on the net. If you find a
product sold for a lower price by another vendor, we will beat or match their price. Auto parts
manufacturers must adhere to a strict set of guidelines in order to meet the criteria laid out by
FMVSS Any lights or reflectors that adorn vehicles traveling on public roads MUST adhere to
the regulations; otherwise, the manufacturer is subject to a slew of penalties. While the
regulations are designed primarily for manufacturers, consumers must always be sure that any
lights that they install on their vehicles also meet these regulations. Citations can be issued for
products that do not meet the minimum regulatory requirements. All of the parts carried on
Go-Parts. Our manufacturers only produce replacement lights that meet the highest of industry
standards, ensuring on-road safety and reducing the probability of breakdowns in component
construction. We know how important it is for you to be back on the road, so we strive to make
your buying experience as easy and fast as possible. Start Here. Please Wait Other 6 models
available: Headlights Headlights Headlights. All All Hatchback Sedan Wagon. All Left Driver
Right Passenger. All 2. Correct Item Guaranteed If you receive an incorrect item from us, we will
immediately pay for return shipment and send you the correct item. Item in Good Condition

Guaranteed If the part we ship to you arrives in damaged or non-working condition, we will ship
another item out to you immediately. Fast Shipping Guaranteed Most orders are shipped out the
same day as they're received. Best Price Guaranteed Our prices are hands-down some of the
lowest you'll find on the net. Some of the FMVSS guidelines include: Technical specifications
illumination, construction Proper product marking Manufacturer registration While the
regulations are designed primarily for manufacturers, consumers must always be sure that any
lights that they install on their vehicles also meet these regulations. Trusted brands. Fast
Shipping. Secure Shopping. Our mission We know how important it is for you to be back on the
road, so we strive to make your buying experience as easy and fast as possible. Bolt Checkout.
Hatchback Sedan Wagon. Left Driver Right Passenger. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to
the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Headlight part. Quantity Sold.
Shop Mazda 6 Headlight. Showing 1 - 6 of 6 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge.
Add to cart. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 6 of 6 results. Feb 21, Excellent fit. The customer service
was top notch. Troy Mcknight. Purchased on Feb 12, Feb 05, Good fit. It fits fine would have
been better if it would have stated somewhere if it did I missed it that it requires light bulbs. My
understanding is they were included with the purchase
2000 nissan maxima coil packs
toyota spyder
1999 ford expedition alternator replacement
price. Adam Fie. Purchased on Jan 02, Sep 09, I love them!! Purchased on Aug 19, Show More.
Helpful Automotive Resources. How to Avoid the Glare from Oncoming Headlights Fortunately,
there are things you can do before heading out to reduce glare. There are also some driving
habits you can develop to try to minimize the effects of glare on your eyes. Check out these
tips. Driving with your headlights on at night is crucial to ensure the safety of not only you and
your passengers, but also the pedestrians and drivers around you. What are the Different Types
of Headlights? They are an improved version of the sealed-beam incandescent lights used in
older vehicles. For , all the mentioned models will. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your
headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

